Northern Arizona University Research In The Social Psychophysiology of Compassion

Position Type: Summer Research

Position Location: Flagstaff, AZ

Position Dates: June 1 –July 27, 2015

Application Deadline: March 15, 2015

Description: The Department of Psychology at Northern Arizona University offers an exciting and intellectually stimulating Summer Research Internship in the Social Psychophysiology of Compassion (SPC) in Flagstaff the summer of 2015. This summer REU experience is designed to offer qualified undergraduates the opportunity to collaborate with Department doctoral faculty in all stages of psychological research, including generation of individualized research hypotheses related to faculty/student intern research interests, creation of an appropriate research methodology, configuration of research procedures and protocols, collection, analysis, and interpretation of data, professional presentation of outcomes at local and regional/national conferences, and possible participation in publication manuscript preparation and submission. Interns will not only enjoy these direct, closely supervised, hands-on original research experiences in individual faculty laboratories provided by an experienced, productive, and stimulating faculty research mentor, but will also participate in educational seminars on various aspects of scientific research, professional educational and career development seminars, weekly noon science symposia, a variety of educational, cultural, environmental, and social activities, and co-participation of Psychology REU students with REU students from other programs in seminars, lectures, and local research presentations. Intern will be paid a stipend of $4000, will be provided with room and board in an NAU dormitory, will receive a $550 laboratory allowance, will receive 6 credit hours of PSY 485 Undergraduate Research from NAU, and much more.

Required Qualifications

- US Citizen
- Must have completed the freshman year

For Further Details: Ms. Tracie Thomas
Director of Graduate Placement
St. Joseph Academic & Health Resource Center Rm.306
(504)520-7633
tlthomas@xula.edu